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Abstract:

Resting gamma-band brain networks are known as an inhibitory component in 

functional brain networks. Although autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is considered as 

with imbalanced brain networks, the inhibitory component remains not fully explored. 

The study reported 10 children with ASD and 10 typically-developing (TD) controls. The 

power spectral density analysis of the gamma-band signal in the cerebral cortex was 

performed at the source level. The normalized phase transfer entropy values (nPTEs) 

were calculated to construct brain connectivity. Gamma-band activity of the ASD group 

was lower than the TD children. The significantly inhibited brain regions were mainly 

distributed in the bilateral frontal and temporal lobes. Connectivity analysis showed 

alterations in the connections from key nodes of the social brain network. The behavior 

assessments in the ASD group revealed a significantly positive correlation between the 

total score of Childhood Autism Rating Scale and the regional nPTEs of the right 

transverse temporal gyrus. Our results provide strong evidence that the gamma-band 

brain networks of ASD children have a lower level of brain activities and different 

distribution of information flows. Clinical meanings of such imbalances of both activity 

and connectivity were also worthy of further explorations.

Keywords: autism spectrum disorder (ASD); resting-state; gamma-band; 

magnetoencephalogram; brain networks

INTRODUCTION

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental neural disorder defined by 

abnormal social behavior and deficits in communication, repetitive behaviors, and 

restricted interests (Mostafavi & Gaitanis, 2020; Berenguer et al., 2020; American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013). There is a trending up the incidence of ASD among Asian 

kids despite about 0.36% nowadays (Qiu et al., 2020). ASD has become a non-negligible 

risk factor affecting the physical and mental health of children and adults. Although vast 



numbers of studies have been investigated, the etiology and pathogenesis of ASD remain 

unclear.

Most electroencephalogram (EEG) studies suggest that there are abnormalities in 

children with ASD, especially in the gamma-band (Rojas & Wilson, 2014). Brain activity 

in the gamma-band is associated with the function of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) 

neurons, that is, it represents the inhibitory neurotransmitter system (McNally & 

McCarley, 2016). The current explanation of the pathogenesis of ASD is predominantly 

based on the excitation-inhibition imbalance theory of signal processing in the brain 

(Sohal & Rubenstein, 2019). In terms of the activity level of the brain regions, van 

Diessen et al. reported a significant increase at the activity level of resting gamma-band 

among children with ASD (van Diessen et al., 2015). Meanwhile, Cornew et al. also 

found the same phenomena at the anterior temporal lobe, posterior frontal lobe, and 

occipital lobe (Cornew et al., 2012). In contrast, Sheikhani et al. reported a significant 

reduction in bilateral frontal gamma-band activity (Sheikhani et al., 2009, 2012). 

Considering the inter-regional connectivity, Shou et al. and Ye et al. observed excessive 

connectivity in the bilateral frontal lobe, left parietal lobe, left temporal lobe, and 

subcutaneous region in the resting state gamma-band (Shou et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2014). 

Lajiness-O'Neill et al. found reduced connections in the frontal and parietal gamma-band 

(Lajiness-O’Neill et al., 2018). Thus, researchers still have not achieved consensus 

regarding brain activity and connectivity in the gamma-band. 

In recent years, brain functional network modeling has achieved significant attention. 

Its combination with graph theory has further promoted the research of brain networks 

(Hämäläinen et al., 2020; Yeh et al., 2020), which is also widely used in ASD. The brain 

region is considered as a node and the brain activity level is the node features. Activity 

synchronization or transduction among brain regions is represented as connectivity. The 

application of a brain function network can quantitatively analyze the physiological and 

pathological mechanisms of brain function activities from multiple perspectives such as 



local relationships and global structure. The network paradigm illustrates a new 

perspective of the imbalance theory, including the in-site signal processing of individual 

regions and the interactive information signaling among different regions. The stability of 

brain network is the premise of complex cognitive function, which is largely determined 

by the balance of excitatory and inhibitory networks (Gray & Robinson, 2009; Menon, 

2013). Dynamic GABAergic-astrocyte communication is regard as the 

neurophysiological basis for inhibitory network connectivity (Mederos & Perea, 2019). In 

ASD, excitation-inhibition imbalance has been observed in functional brain networks 

(Ajram et al., 2017; Zikopoulos & Barbas, 2013; Heinze et al., 2021). Since gamma-band 

is linked to the function of GABA neurons, the imbalance should be obvious in 

gamma-band networks as well. Thus, we hypothesize that the two factors are disturbed in 

children with ASD, involving the reduced brain activity in gamma-band and different 

distribution patterns of information flow. That is, the activity of the inhibitory system is 

suppressed, and the signaling of inhibitory information is reallocated in the information 

flow networks of the brain with ASD. 

To support the hypothesis, this study collected resting-state data based on MEG 

scanning for ASD and TD children. Regional activity and inter-regional connectivity 

were individually calculated as two measurements of power spectral density (PSD) and 

regional normalized PTEs (rnPTEs) at the signal source level. Based on the two 

measurements, information flow networks were constructed for comparison between the 

ASD and TD groups. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

We adopted a convenience sample of children with ASD from Funing Grace 

Rehabilitation Hospital in Yancheng, Jiangsu Province, China. We followed the 

maximum variation sampling strategy for the small sample size (Patton, 2014). It applies 



the following logic: any common patterns that emerge from great variation are of 

particular interest and value in capturing the core experiences and central, shared 

dimensions of a setting or phenomenon. The eligibility criteria are listed as follows based 

on the previous study (Barahona-Corrêa et al., 2018; Osório & Brunoni, 2018): (1) 

diagnosed with ASD (in line with the "Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders" 5th Edition (DSM-V) standards) at least two times based on the psychological 

education assessment of children with autism (Psychoeducational Profile-Third Edition, 

PEP-3) in the 12 months before enrollment evaluation record; (2) 7-12 years old; (3) the 

Child Autism Assessment Scale (CARS)  greater than 30 points (Dawkins et al., 2016; 

Magyar & Pandolfi, 2007) or the Autism Behavior Scale (ABC) is greater than 60 points 

(Yousefi et al., 2015); (4) the development/adaptation of the communication items and 

behavior items in the PEP-3 composite score is moderate or severe; (5) right-handedness 

by Chinese handedness questionnaire (LI, 1983). The exclusion criteria: (1) children with 

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), speech development delay, or apraxia. 

(2) visual or visuospatial deficits. (3) hearing impairments. (4) mental disorders 

(including but not limited to depression, mental retardation, history of psychotropic drug 

use, etc.), epilepsy and brain injury, etc. (5) metal implanted in the body. Children with 

ASD usually experienced ADHD, speech development delay, and apraxia of speech. 

Therefore, the enrollment requirements for children without relevant previous medical 

history are determined by a team of clinical psychology, child development, and 

rehabilitation professionals. The control group consisted of 7-12 years old and 

right-handed TD children with no history of neurological or psychiatric diseases. Those 

children also have no contraindication for MEG examination.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Affiliated Sir Run Run 

Hospital of Nanjing Medical University (IRB# No.2019-SR-004). Informed consent was 

obtained orally from children and written from their legal guardian before the 

experiment. 



Data collection

We utilized the 275-channel CTF full-head MEG system (Canada VSM Medical 

Technology Company) at the Nanjing Brain Hospital affiliated to Nanjing Medical 

University. The subjects were asked to remain as still as possible and open their eyes to 

focus on the black cross on a white screen in front of them. The screen is 42 cm long and 

32 cm wide. The center of the screen is 35 to 45 cm away from the subject. The 

horizontal and vertical viewing angles of the screen sequentially are 3-4° and 1-2°. Each 

subject's signal was recorded for 300 seconds with a 1200Hz sampling rate and 

0.03-100Hz bandpass filtering. We noted subjects' head positions before and after the 

experiment and excluded any movements more than 1.0cm. 

Data processing

The analysis pipeline is shown in Fig. 1. MEG signals were processed by 

Brainstorm (Tadel et al., 2019), including 50Hz notch filtering and 0.3Hz high-pass 

filtering. Signal-space projection (Gross et al., 2013) and independent component 

analysis were used to detect artifacts of saccades, winks, and heartbeats. We selected a 

continuous 100-second artifact-free signal of each participant. Dynamic statistical 

parametric mapping was performed for source reconstruction (Dale et al., 2000). The 

source file for each subject was projected onto the USCBrain atlas (Joshi et al., 2017).

For each subject, the activity of the gamma-band was analyzed by the power spectral 

density (PSD) based on the Welch method(Solomon, 1991). We chose a 4-second 

window length, 50% time overlap, and 30-59Hz gamma-band (Datko et al., 2016). The 

surface of cerebral cortex is masked by 15000 vertices (default value), which represents 

the cortex envelope (Niso et al., 2019). They were also the number of electric dipoles that 

we used to model the activity of the brain. The USCBrain atlas divided the cerebral 

cortex into 130 regions of interest (ROIs) with 65 ones on each hemisphere based on the 

anatomy. Abbreviations and names of ROIs are exhibited in Table S1. According to their 



spatial position, all vertices were partitioned into 130 ROIs. To reduce data volume, the 

source intensity of each ROI was derived by averaging signals of its vertices. A map of 

power spectral density with 130 ROIs was obtained for each subject. 

The connectivity of the gamma-band was calculated by the normalized phase 

transfer entropy (nPTE) depending on the ROI signals for each subject. As a measure of 

information theory, the transfer entropy describes the information transfer between time 

series. The information flow can be quantified by the phase transfer entropy (PTE) 

between time series based on the phase information (Lobier et al., 2014). We adopted the 

nPTE to reduce biases, i.e., the effect of having extremely small PTE values in situations 

when there is no actual information flow (Engels et al., 2017). If the nPTE from A ROI to 

B ROI is greater than 0, the information flows from A to B. If the nPTE from A to B is 

less than 0, the information points from B to A. Each ROI (number = 130) owns 129 

nPTE values. Every value denotes the information streams from this ROI to another ROI. 

The average of 129 nPTE values is the regional nPTE (rnPTE, ranging from -0.5 to 0.5) 

that measures the average degree of information exchange from the ROI to the whole 

brain. Thus, each ROI is named as receivers (rnPTEs<0) or drivers (rnPTEs>0) 

depending on the rnPTE value. 

The 130 ROIs were divided into three functional systems: (1) higher order cognitive 

system; (2) medial default mode system; (3) sensory and association system (Muldoon et 

al., 2016). Brain region abbreviations and corresponding functional system are exhibited 

in Table S1. 

Activity Statistical analysis

In the first step, z-score testing was employed to compare the power values of 130 

ROIs in the gamma-band between the ASD group and the TD group (Pagnotta et al., 

2015). The z-value test is as follows: mean value and standard deviation of gamma-band 

power of each ROI in the TD group and the ASD group are calculated. Two matrices are 



obtained respectively (in the form of 130ROIs×1 frequency band). The z-value is 

calculated by the following expression: 

 .𝑧𝑖 =
𝑃𝑖 ― 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐶

𝑖

𝑆𝐷𝐶
𝑖

The i represents the ROI serial number, the Pi is on behalf of the i-th ROI’s 

gamma-band PSD value, the means and SDC separately represent the mean and standard 

deviation of the control group (Huang et al., 2012). The false discovery rate (FDR) 

method was applied to correct the multiple comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). 

With a threshold of |z| =3.52, the FDR reaches the significance level of p=0.05.

The second step was the permutation T-tests with 10,000 randomizations, using the 

following approach: (1) Observed t values: to calculate the Student’s t value for each ROI 

between ASD group and TD group; (2) Permuted t values: to permute the between-group 

assignments of PSD value for two groups, and the t values were recalculated; (3) 

Repeating: To obtain 10,000 permutations for each ROI by repeating the second step. (4) 

The observed t values were tested against the distribution of permuted t values with α= 

0.05. The differences were considered as significant only when both FDR with |z|≥3.52 

and permutation T-test with p<0.05. The effect sizes (ES) were calculated using the 

Hedge’s g. According to Cohen, ES from 0.2-0.49 were considered small, from 0.5 to 

0.79 were considered moderate and those equal or larger than 0.8 were considered large 

(Cohen, 2013; Turner Herbert M. & Bernard Robert M., 2006). The significantly 

different z-scores were tagged onto the brain atlas for visualization and interpretation.

Connectivity Statistical analysis

Based on the rnPTEs, directed graphs were sequentially established for ASD and TD 

groups. The direction of a link denotes that information transfers from one terminal to 

another. The directed links are called arcs. The absolute values of rnPTEs are the weights 

of arcs. In graph theory, the unweighted degree of a node is the number of links it holds. 



The weighted degree of a node is the weighted number of links. In this study, the 

weighted input degree signifies the strength of inflation flow an ROI receiving from other 

regions. The weighted output degree indicates the intensity of information flow the ROI 

spreading to other regions (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010). Permutation T-tests with 10,000 

randomizations were decided to compare rnPTEs of 130 ROIs between ASD and TD 

groups. The Spearman coefficients between rnPTEs and CARS total score, ABC total 

score, and PEP-3 total score for each ROI were successively calculated. P values of 

correlation coefficients were corrected by the FDR (α=0.05). ES were calculated using 

the Hedge’s g, as well. The above statistical issues were accomplished with the analysis 

of the Brainstorm and Python3.7.

RESULTS 

Behavior assessments upon enrollment

Twelve ASD and ten TD children participated in the study. Two ASD subjects were 

removed because of too much MEG artifact. There was no significant difference in age 

and gender between the two groups (p<0.05). See Table 1 and Fig. 2 for specific 

demographic characteristics.

Activity comparisons

As displayed in Fig. 3, the whole brain activity in the TD group was uneven. The 

ASD group consistently presented low activity, and the brain activity in the ASD group 

was lower than that in the TD group.

Compared with the TD group, the gamma-band of the ASD group manifested 

remarkably inhibited ROIs and no significantly activated ROIs. The brain regions with 

important inhibition mostly distributed in the bilateral frontal lobe and bilateral temporal 

lobe. A small amount is allocated in the bilateral insular lobe, bilateral limbic system, 



bilateral parietal lobe, and bilateral occipital lobe. For each statistical result, the 

corresponding degree of freedom (df) was 18. See Fig. 4 and Table 2 for details. 

The post-hoc power analysis for activity statistical tests (GPower version 3.1.9) 

showed that the sample size in our experiment yields a power of 85.6% and the lowest 

effect size of -1.43 at a significance level of 0.05 (two-sided).(Lenth, 2007)

Information flow Comparisons

Four ROIs in the ASD group showed significantly higher rnPTEs than those in the 

TD group, including left anterior orbito-frontal gyrus (df=18, t=0.002, p=0.017, Hedge’s 

g=1.17), left lateral orbitofrontal gyrus (df=18, t=0.003, p=0.018, Hedge’s g=1.14), left 

temporal pole (df=18, t=0.002, p=0.008, Hedge’s g=1.25), and left lateral frontal 

transverse gyrus (df=18, t=0.002, p=0.039, Hedge’s g=0.93). This suggested that the 

ASD group had more information outflows with fewer information inflows at these brain 

areas. In addition, the rnPTEs of 3 ROIs in the ASD group were significantly lower than 

those in the TD group, including anterior left angular gyrus (df=18, t=-0.003, p=0.025, 

Hedge’s g=-1.04), anterior left inferior occipital gyrus (df=18, t=-0.002, p=0.018, 

Hedge’s g=-1.15), and left parahippocampal gyrus (df=18, t=-0.002, p=0.018, Hedge’s 

g=-1.16). This suggested that the ASD group had more information flows into these areas 

with less information flowing out. See Fig. 5A for the specific ROIs. Comparison of 

rnPTEs between two groups was revealed in Fig. 5B.

Correlation of connectivity with ABC, CARS, and PEP-3

After FDR correction, the rnPTEs of 130 ROIs in the ASD group had no significant 

correlation with the total score of ABC and PEP-3. There was a significantly positive 

correlation between rnPTEs and CARS total score of the right Heschl's gyrus, i.e., 

transverse temporal gyrus. See Fig. 6 for the correlation curve and coefficient.

DISCUSSION 



Various theories have pushed forward the investigations concerning the mechanism 

of ASD, including Theory of Mind (Baron-Cohen, 2000), Central coherence Theory 

(Happé, 2021) and Executive function Theory (Pellicano, 2012), and excitation-inhibition 

balance (E-I balance) (Sohal & Rubenstein, 2019). Each of these theories has its 

advantages in explaining the clinical symptoms of ASD (Bottema-Beutel et al., 2019). 

Among them, the theory of E-I balance has achieved more attention in the last two 

decades. The potential reason is that this theory supports an unified explanation for the 

internal mechanism and external symptoms of ASD (Howell & Smith, 2019; Sohal & 

Rubenstein, 2019). According to this theory, the activities of excitatory neurons and 

inhibitory neurons maintain the temporal and spatial balance. The balanced situation of 

two types of neurons determines the brain functioning. Inhibitory neurons, known as 

GABA neurons, have functional deficits in ASD persons, leading to weakening of the 

inhibitory function of the cerebral cortex and disrupting the excitation-inhibition balance. 

Thus, it manifests as reduced efficiency of information processing (Sohal & Rubenstein, 

2019). Series of clinical symptoms will be amplified when children with less ability to 

process tasks are faced with overwhelming information. Activity of GABA neurons is 

characterized by the EEG signal in the gamma-band. Meanwhile, the decrease in the 

intensity of the gamma-band activity represents the inhibition of the activities of GABA 

neurons, i.e., the relatively overactive of the excitation component in the brain with ASD 

(McNally & McCarley, 2016). MEG signals provide two types of data for supporting this 

theory. One is attribute data, i.e., activities at specific ROIs. In this study, we used PSD to 

define the intensity of the brain activity. The other is relational data, i.e., functional 

connectivity between different ROIs. This study concerned on the information exchange 

between brain areas by using rnPTEs. Based on the theory of E-I balance, we hypothesize 

that children with ASD will demonstrate abnormal activity and information connectivity 

in the resting gamma-band. This is manifested in the comparison with the control group. 



We found less activity of gamma band in children with ASD and an imbalance in the 

distribution of information connections in their brain.

Intensity of regional activity

This study compared the MEG signals between 10 children with ASD and 10 TD 

peers in the resting state with their eyes open. The results suggest that the brain activity 

of the gamma-band in children with ASD was significantly lower than that in the TD 

group (Fig. 3 and 4). Sheikhani et al. (2009, 2012) analyzed the signals of resting state 

among children with ASD at the source level using EEG 10-20 system. They found 

excessive inhibition in the bilateral prefrontal lobe and right temporal lobe. We 

subdivided the brain area into 130 ROIs and also found significant suppression of the 

bilateral prefrontal and right temporal lobes. Additionally, we realized the diminished 

activity in the entire cerebral cortex, which is largely in the bilateral prefrontal and 

bilateral temporal lobes, as well as slight amount in the bilateral insulae, bilateral parietal 

lobes, bilateral limbic systems and bilateral occipital lobes (Table 2). The insula 

comprises social and non-social cognitive processes, which involves the emotional 

expression, empathy, decision-making, self-management, and verbal communication 

(Uddin et al., 2017). Bolling et al. (2011) suggested low activity of bilateral insulas in 

ASD children in the face of social rejection and depression. Nomi et al. (2019) explored 

the changes in the activities of the insula in the perception and imitation tasks in ASD 

patients. They summarized that the lower activities of the right anterior insula were 

associated with social cognitive impairment. Ogawa further investigated that in the 

subvocalization task, the activities of the right anterior insula of ASD children were 

crucially related to the degree of social behavior disorders (Ogawa et al., 2019).

 The prefrontal lobe and cingulate gyrus are part of the working memory network in 

the frontal cortex. This network primarily incorporates the prefrontal cortex, motor cortex, 

cingulate gyrus and parietal lobe as the neural basis of higher cognitive information and 



memory processing (Barendse et al., 2013). Barendse noticed that the children with ASD 

have reduced information transmission ability in resting state and 1-back tasks in the 

working memory network. Children with ASD can compensate for working memory 

ability through general intelligence (Barendse et al., 2018). After a 2-year longitudinal 

study in an ASD group, Vogan et al. detected that with the increased age and cognitive 

load, the working memory network presented progressive impairments (Vogan et al., 

2019). In this study, we also found significant gamma-band inhibition at the bilateral 

prefrontal lobes and bilateral cingulate gyri. It is speculated that an imbalance in the 

resting frontal and parietal working memory network in the ASD group will be unveiled. 

The results implied that less activity of the inhibitory system in brain areas related to 

social behaviors (such as the prefrontal lobe and insula) which cause a relative increase in 

the excitatory system. Thus, the abnormal signal processing was detected in the brain 

area. The signal processing is also considered a whole-brain collaboration. Future 

research should further attempt to discover whether the information flow is imbalanced 

between brain regions.

Intensity of information flow

After comparing the rnPTEs of ROIs among two groups, we identified that four 

ROIs in the ASD group had significantly increased information outflow. Moreover, three 

ROIs in the ASD group had significantly increased information inflow (Fig. 5). These 

brain regions are responsible for the decision-making, auditory attention, semantic 

processing, facial processing and memory (Boylan et al., 2015; Fatahi et al., 2020; 

Karanian & Slotnick, 2017; Michalka et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2018; Uono et al., 

2017)(Table S2). These changes provided evidence for the hypothesis that information 

flows are unevenly distributed in the brain of children with ASD. It has been reported that 

the brain networks of ASD children have reduced efficiency, broken integrity, and 

overloaded information (Alaerts et al., 2015; Müller & Fishman, 2018). In our study, the 

two of the three ROIs with more inflows were in the sensory and association system (Fig.  



5B), suggesting that brain of ASD call for more processing resources to deal with sensory 

information. A report on neuro-network modeling described that children with ASD tend 

to be obsessed with trivial features of environment (Lanillos et al., 2020). They usually 

have redundant inhibitory connections and oversensitive feelings. The ROIs with 

significantly increased information outflow were mainly in the higher cognitive system, 

except for the left lateral frontal gyrus (Fig. 5B). This change may be a manifestation of 

information processing compensation in the higher cognitive system after the reduction in 

upper limit of ASD cognitive load. Therefore, it can be inferred from the E-I balance 

theory that other systems, such as sensory, are relatively enhanced in children with ASD, 

while the higher cognitive system is relatively weak. From the perspective of resting state 

as a state of task preparation, such unbalance of excitation suppression may lead to 

information overload and information processing disorder in task state. As a result, 

children with ASD usually exist with the cognitive deficits and social integration 

impairment.

Correlation between information flow and CARS score

We further explored associations between rnPTEs and clinical and behavioural 

phenotypes. CARS score was significantly positive correlated with right Heschl's gyrus 

rnPTEs in the sensory and association system. An increased outflow of information from 

the right Heschl's gyrus demonstrates more severe clinical symptoms. Right Heschl's 

gyrus takes part in auditory information processing (Zoellner et al., 2019). At present, no 

other relevant experiments have explained this correlation. We hypothesized that 

increased outflow information from the right Heschl's gyrus predicted decompensation of 

cortical information outflow distribution. This increase means that the higher cognitive 

system is no longer effective as driver to power the entire brain, but instead, other parts of 

the system, such as the sensory, are responsible for powering. This compensatory model 

may not be adequate. Therefore, children with ASD manifest serious clinical symptoms. 

However, further research is required to confirm the relationship.



Limitations

There are five challenges for our research: (1) It is important to note that we make 

conclusions based on the small sample size. Although we have adopted suitable statistical 

methods, our experimental results may still suffer from bias because of the heterogeneity 

of ASD children. The number of subjects will be expanded in the future and the age will 

be stratified; (2) IQ matching was not adopted in the control group. The biggest part of 

reason is that lack of gamma-band cerebral cortex activity standard and a brain network 

expectation model among children with the same age. Grouping factors for the control 

group could be added to continue refining the research results; (3) We included children 

who could cooperate with MEG detection, which might introduce the bias in this study; 

(4) Physical development was not matched. The maximum variation sampling for a small 

sample size does not require accurate matching of all factors. Moreover, Toscano et al. 

reported that the weight and BMI (Body Mass Index) of ASD children were lower than 

that TD children of the same age (Toscano et al., 2019); (5) Our results are limited to the 

gamma-band in the resting state, which does not directly reflect the overall activity of the 

brain. In the future, task-state gamma-band analysis can be supplemented. Meanwhile, 

further investigations should examine the effects of subjects' state (open or closed eyes), 

signal acquisition methods (EEG or MEG), and analysis methods (sensor level or signal 

source level) on the results.

We found the excessive suppression of brain activity at the gamma-band level in 

children with ASD through the trace analysis of MEG signals. At the same time, there 

were differences in brain network between TD and ASD children in the aspect of the 

distribution and intensity of the information flow at the gamma-band region. Therefore, 

children with ASD have an excitation-inhibition imbalance at the activity level as well as 

information exchanging.
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Table 1 Demographic information of subjects

Ages(year) ABC(score) CARS(score) PEP-3(score)
Gender(male/female)

Mean(sd) Mean(sd) Mean(sd) Mean(sd)

ASD 8/2 8.70(1.25) 71.5(25.04) 34.3(3.72) 285.70(83.13)

TD 5/5 9.80(1.32)

t 1.97

p 0.350 0.07

sd=standard deviatio



Table 2 Significant inhibition of ROIs

Lobes Right hemisphere 
ROIs

t 
(permutation 

test)

z-P
SD p

Effect 
size 

(Hedge’s 
g)

Left hemisphere 
ROIs

t 
(permutation 

test)

z-P
SD p

Effect 
size 

(Hedge’s 
g)

Frontal AntObtFrtGyr -5.76 -4.1
8

2.87×10-

5
-2.42 AntObtFrtGyr -4.67 -4.2

7
1.99×10-

5
-1.88

MidObtFrtGyr -5.41 -4.7
9

1.66×10-

6
-2.21 MidObtFrtGyr -4.62 -3.7

7
1.61×10-

4
-1.97

PstObtFrtGyr -4.63 -3.9
8

6.98×10-

5
-2.00 PstObtFrtGyr -4.07 -3.6

0
3.29×10-

4
-1.68

GyrRectus -4.84 -3.9
8

6.76×10-

5
-1.98 GyrRectus -4.84 -3.7

9
1.48×10-

4
-2.07

TsvFrtGyr_Msl -5.68 -3.9
0

9.60×10-

5
-2.29 TsvFrtGyr_Msl -5.45 -5.0

3
4.89×10-

7
-2.22

LatObtFrtGyr_Pst -5.45 -4.4
1

1.01×10-

5
-2.34 LatObtFrtGyr_Pst -5.44 -6.6

4
3.09×10-

11
-2.28

ParsOpcu_Inf -4.16 -3.8
8

1.05×10-

4
-1.77 ParsOpcu_Inf -4.48 -6.0

6
1.34×10-

9
-1.95

ParsOrbitalis -5.13 -4.3
7

1.24×10-

5
-2.13 ParsOrbitalis -5.29 -4.3

9
1.14×10-

5
-2.16

ParsTriagu_Ant -4.68 -3.8
6

1.13×10-

4
-1.95 ParsTriagu_Ant -4.43 -5.6

2
1.97×10-

8
-1.90

ParsTriagu_Mid -4.81 -5.2
6

1.41×10-

7
-2.02 ParsTriagu_Mid -3.58 -3.8

1
1.37×10-

4
-1.50

ParsTriagu_Pst -3.50 -3.8
4

1.26×10-

4
-1.49 ParsTriagu_Pst -5.74 -4.1

7
3.02×10-

5
-2.34

LatObtFrtGyr_Ant -5.87 -3.5
9

3.34×10-

4
-2.52 MidFrtGyr_Pst -4.55 -3.8

0
1.43×10-

4
-1.93

ParsOpcu_Sup -4.70 -4.4
2

9.82×10-

6
-1.85 PreCentGyr_Inf -4.80 -3.5

8
3.40×10-

4
-1.98

Temporal InfTepGyr_Ant -4.49 -4.1
6

3.18×10-

5
-1.91 InfTepGyr_Ant -5.26 -4.7

4
2.12×10-

6
-2.19

MidTepGyr_Ant -4.35 -4.0
5

5.01×10-

5
-1.96 MidTepGyr_Ant -4.25 -3.5

8
3.42×10-

4
-1.83

ParaHippoGyr -3.79 -3.5
7

3.60×10-

4
-1.69 ParaHippoGyr -4.04 -5.2

4
1.63×10-

7
-1.71

SupTepGyr_Pst -4.72 -4.3
5

1.35×10-

5
-2.09 SupTepGyr_Pst -5.01 -4.9

5
7.56×10-

7
-2.09



TepPole -5.03 -4.2
4

2.22×10-

5
-2.18 TepPole -4.95 -4.9

5
7.25×10-

7
-2.01

TsvTepGyr -4.20 -4.1
1

3.99×10-

5
-1.81 TsvTepGyr -4.20 -4.8

5
1.22×10-

6
-1.87

InfTepGyr_Mid -3.45 -3.5
2

4.24×10-

4
-1.45

MidTepGyr_Mid -4.17 -4.5
8

4.75×10-

6
-1.78

MidTepGyr_VenPst -3.02 -3.6
8

2.29×10-

4
-1.43

SupTepGyr_Ant -4.65 -5.0
2

5.19×10-

7
-1.98

SupTepGyr_Mid -4.97 -4.1
6

3.20×10-

5
-2.09

FusiGyr_Ant -4.01 -4.4
5

8.68×10-

6
-1.66

Insula Insula_Ant -3.87 -4.3
0

1.72×10-

5
-1.68 Insula_Ant -4.40 -4.8

5
1.23×10-

6
-1.76

Insula_Pst -4.35 -4.8
0

1.60×10-

6
-1.92

Parietal AnguGyr_Ant -4.10 -3.9
7

7.10×10-

5
-1.72 AnguGyr_Pst -4.15 -3.8

7
1.09×10-

4
-1.79

PreCune_Inf -3.97 -3.7
0

2.14×10-

4
-1.84

Limbic 
system CingGyr_Ant -4.93 -4.8

0
1.59×10-

6 -2.02 CingGyr_Ant -4.95 -5.0
1

5.47×10-

7 -2.04

SubcallosalGyr -4.50 -4.9
2

8.66×10-

7
-1.82 SubcallosalGyr -4.27 -4.2

2
2.42×10-

5
-1.73

Occipital MidOcciGyr_DsoAnt -4.27 -3.7
6

1.67×10-

4
-1.89 MidOcciGyr_DsoAnt -3.98 -3.6

0
3.16×10-

4
-1.70

LingualGyr_Ant -4.30 -3.8
1

1.41×10-

4
-1.74 Cune_Pst -4.06 -3.7

1
2.11×10-

4
-1.74

Table S1 Name, abbreviation and functional systems of ROIs



Name Abbreviation Function System
left anterior angular gyrus AnguGyr_Ant_L HOC
right anterior angular gyrus AnguGyr_Ant_R HOC
left middle angular gyrus AnguGyr_Mid_L HOC
right middle angular gyrus AnguGyr_Mid_R HOC
left posterior angular gyrus AnguGyr_Pst_L HOC
right posterior angular gyrus AnguGyr_Pst_R HOC
left anterior orbitofrontal gyrus AntObtFrtGyr_L HOC
right anterior orbitofrontal gyrus AntObtFrtGyr_R HOC
left anterior cingulate gyrus CingGyr_Ant_L HOC
right anterior cingulate gyrus CingGyr_Ant_R HOC
left middle cingulate gyrus CingGyr_Mid_L MDM
right middle cingulate gyrus CingGyr_Mid_R MDM
left posterior cingulate gyrus CingGyr_Pst_L MDM
right posterior cingulate gyrus CingGyr_Pst_R MDM
left anterior cuneus Cune_Ant_L SAA
right anterior cuneus Cune_Ant_R SAA
left posterior cuneus Cune_Pst_L SAA
right posterior cuneus Cune_Pst_R SAA
left anterior fusiform gyrus FusiGyr_Ant_L SAA
right anterior fusiform gyrus FusiGyr_Ant_R SAA
left posterior fusiform gyrus FusiGyr_Pst_L SAA
right posterior fusiform gyrus FusiGyr_Pst_R SAA
left gyrus rectus GyrRectus_L HOC
right gyrus rectus GyrRectus_R HOC
left anterior inferior occipital gyrus InfOcciGyr_Ant_L SAA
right anterior inferior occipital gyrus InfOcciGyr_Ant_R SAA
left dorsoposterior inferior occipital gyrus InfOcciGyr_DsoPst_L SAA
right dorsoposterior inferior occipital gyrus InfOcciGyr_DsoPst_R SAA
left ventroposterior inferior occipital gyrus InfOcciGyr_VenPst_L SAA
right ventroposterior inferior occipital gyrus InfOcciGyr_VenPst_R SAA
left anterior inferior temporal gyrus InfTepGyr_Ant_L SAA
right anterior inferior temporal gyrus InfTepGyr_Ant_R SAA
left middle inferior temporal gyrus InfTepGyr_Mid_L SAA
right middle inferior temporal gyrus InfTepGyr_Mid_R SAA
left posterior inferior temporal gyrus InfTepGyr_Pst_L SAA
right posterior inferior temporal gyrus InfTepGyr_Pst_R SAA
left anterior insula Insula_Ant_L HOC
right anterior insula Insula_Ant_R HOC
left posterior insula Insula_Pst_L HOC
right posterior insula Insula_Pst_R HOC
left anterior lateral orbitofrontal gyrus LatObtFrtGyr_Ant_L HOC
right anterior lateral orbitofrontal gyrus LatObtFrtGyr_Ant_R HOC
left posterior lateral orbitofrontal gyrus LatObtFrtGyr_Pst_L HOC
right posterior lateral orbitofrontal gyrus LatObtFrtGyr_Pst_R HOC
left anterior lingual gyrus LingualGyr_Ant_L SAA



Name Abbreviation Function System
right anterior lingual gyrus LingualGyr_Ant_R SAA
left posterior lingual gyrus LingualGyr_Pst_L SAA
right posterior lingual gyrus LingualGyr_Pst_R SAA
left anterior middle frontal gyrus MidFrtGyr_Ant_L HOC
right anterior middle frontal gyrus MidFrtGyr_Ant_R HOC
left posterior middle frontal gyrus MidFrtGyr_Pst_L HOC
right posterior middle frontal gyrus MidFrtGyr_Pst_R HOC
left dorsoanterior middle occipital gyrus MidOcciGyr_DsoAnt_L SAA
right dorsoanterior middle occipital gyrus MidOcciGyr_DsoAnt_R SAA
left posterior middle occipital gyrus MidOcciGyr_Pst_L SAA
right posterior middle occipital gyrus MidOcciGyr_Pst_R SAA
left ventroanterior middle occipital gyrus MidOcciGyr_VenAnt_L SAA
right ventroanterior middle occipital gyrus MidOcciGyr_VenAnt_R SAA
left middle orbitofrontal gyrus MidObtFrtGyr_L HOC
right middle orbitofrontal gyrus MidObtFrtGyr_R HOC
left anterior middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_Ant_L SAA
right anterior middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_Ant_R SAA
left dorsoposterior middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_DsoPst_L SAA
right dorsoposterior middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_DsoPst_R SAA
left middle middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_Mid_L SAA
right middle middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_Mid_R SAA
left ventroposterior middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_VenPst_L SAA
right ventroposterior middle temporal gyrus MidTepGyr_VenPst_R SAA
left paracentral lobule ParaCentLob_L SAA
right paracentral lobule ParaCentLob_R SAA
left parahippocampal gyrus ParaHippoGyr_L SAA
right parahippocampal gyrus ParaHippoGyr_R SAA
left inferior pars opercularis ParsOpcu_Inf_L HOC
right inferior pars opercularis ParsOpcu_Inf_R HOC
left superior pars opercularis ParsOpcu_Sup_L HOC
right superior pars opercularis ParsOpcu_Sup_R HOC
left pars orbitalis ParsOrbitalis_L HOC
right pars orbitalis ParsOrbitalis_R HOC
left anterior pars triangularis ParsTriagu_Ant_L HOC
right anterior pars triangularis ParsTriagu_Ant_R HOC
left middle pars triangularis ParsTriagu_Mid_L HOC
right middle pars triangularis ParsTriagu_Mid_R HOC
left posterior pars triangularis ParsTriagu_Pst_L HOC
right posterior pars triangularis ParsTriagu_Pst_R HOC
left inferior postcentral gyrus PostCentGyr_Inf_L SAA
right inferior postcentral gyrus PostCentGyr_Inf_R SAA
left superior postcentral gyrus PostCentGyr_Sup_L SAA
right superior postcentral gyrus PostCentGyr_Sup_R SAA
left posterior orbitofrontal gyrus PstObtFrtGyr_L HOC
right posterior orbitofrontal gyrus PstObtFrtGyr_R HOC



Name Abbreviation Function System
left inferior precentral gyrus PreCentGyr_Inf_L SAA
right inferior precentral gyrus PreCentGyr_Inf_R SAA
left superior precentral gyrus PreCentGyr_Sup_L SAA
right superior precentral gyrus PreCentGyr_Sup_R SAA
left inferior precuneus PreCune_Inf_L MDM
right inferior precuneus PreCune_Inf_R MDM
left superior precuneus PreCune_Sup_L MDM
right superior precuneus PreCune_Sup_R MDM
left subcallosal gyrus SubcallosalGyr_L MDM
right subcallosal gyrus SubcallosalGyr_R MDM
left anterior superior frontal gyrus SupFrtGyr_Ant_L MDM
right anterior superior frontal gyrus SupFrtGyr_Ant_R MDM
left posterior superior frontal gyrus SupFrtGyr_Pst_L MDM
right posterior superior frontal gyrus SupFrtGyr_Pst_R MDM
left inferior superior occipital gyrus SupOcciGyr_Inf_L SAA
right inferior superior occipital gyrus SupOcciGyr_Inf_R SAA
left superior superior occipital gyrus SupOcciGyr_Sup_L SAA
right superior superior occipital gyrus SupOcciGyr_Sup_R SAA
left anterior superior parietal gyrus SupPariGyr_Ant_L HOC
right anterior superior parietal gyrus SupPariGyr_Ant_R HOC
left posterior superior parietal gyrus SupPariGyr_Pst_L HOC
right posterior superior parietal gyrus SupPariGyr_Pst_R HOC
left anterior superior temporal gyrus SupTepGyr_Ant_L SAA
right anterior superior temporal gyrus SupTepGyr_Ant_R SAA
left middle superior temporal gyrus SupTepGyr_Mid_L SAA
right middle superior temporal gyrus SupTepGyr_Mid_R SAA
left posterior superior temporal gyrus SupTepGyr_Pst_L SAA
right posterior superior temporal gyrus SupTepGyr_Pst_R SAA
left anterior supramarginal gyrus SprmarGyr_Ant_L HOC
right anterior supramarginal gyrus SprmarGyr_Ant_R HOC
left posterior supramarginal gyrus SprmarGyr_Pst_L HOC
right posterior supramarginal gyrus SprmarGyr_Pst_R HOC
left temporal pole TepPole_L SAA
right temporal pole TepPole_R SAA
left lateral transverse frontal gyrus TsvFrtGyr_Lat_L HOC
right lateral transverse frontal gyrus TsvFrtGyr_Lat_R HOC
left mesial transverse frontal gyrus TsvFrtGyr_Msl_L HOC
right mesial transverse frontal gyrus TsvFrtGyr_Msl_R HOC
left transverse temporal gyrus TsvTepGyr_L SAA
right transverse temporal gyrus TsvTepGyr_R SAA
HOC: Higher Order Cognitive; MDM: Medial Default Mode; SAA: Sensory and Association System.
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Table S2 Function of ROIs with significant rnPTEs differences

ROIs Function References

left anterior 
orbitofrontal gyrus

decision-making (Du et al., 2020; Fatahi et al., 2020; Premkumar 
et al., 2015; Ouellet et al., 2015)

left anterior lateral 
orbitofrontal gyrus

decision-making (Du et al., 2020; Fatahi et al., 2020; Premkumar 
et al., 2015; Ouellet et al., 2015; Kobayakawa et 
al., 2017)

left temporal pole semantic 
processing

(Schneider et al.,2018; Tsapkini et al., 2011; 
Binder et al., 2020)

left lateral transverse 
frontal gyrus

Auditory-attention (Michalka et al., 2015; Noyce et al., 2017)

left anterior angular 
gyrus

semantic 
processing

(Bemis and Pylkkänen, 2013; Matchin et al., 
2019)

left anterior inferior 
occipital gyrus

face processing (Uono et al., 2017; Solomon-Harris et al.,2016; 
Sato et al., 2014)

left parahippocampal memory (Karanian and Slotnick, 2017; Jacobs et al., 2015; 
Li et al., 2016)
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Highlights

- Brain activity is suppressed at the gamma-band level in children with autism.

- Distribution and intensity of the information flow in autistic children’s brain network is 

aberrant. 

- Connectivity of right Heschl's gyrus is associated with clinical manifestations in 

children with autism.


